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BumperSign™

Paint-free, 
versatile sign 

for a consistent, 
clean appearance

Flexes on 
impact

Quick & easy 
installation in 
concrete or 

asphalt

Meets ADA 
requirements 
across the 

United States

A sign that will transform your parking lot.
This versatile sign can mark anything from accessible parking to 
curbside pickup and will carry your brand from the store to the parking 
lot. The BumperSign™ meets ADA height requirements across the 
United States. The impact-absorbing core, protective cover and hidden 
hardware allow the BumperSign™ to take an impact and make an impact. 

Shock-Absorbing Core   Deflects on impact, protecting your assets & customers

Easy Install   Anchor system makes installation into both asphalt & concrete quick

Paint Free  Molded polymer cover of uniform color disguises scratches and wear
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Kit Components:
  -  Plastic Shell
  -  Base Plate
  -  Adapter
  -  Core Kit
  -  Hardware Kit

BumperSign Kit:  BS-V2 -COLOR 
Hardware included. Sign not included.

3 week lead for standard colors.
Incremental 1"

Height Markers

6" Post
Width

15.5" Base
Width

86.3" -
109.7"

66.75" -
90.25"

60.5" -
84.0"

Optional 12"x6"
Sign Area

12"x18"
Sign
Area

14"

 

No more 
bent signs!

Turn accidents into incidents with the engineered shock-absorbing core 

Shock-absorbing 
core deflects 

on impact

Extend your 
brand into your 

parking lot

Anchor 
system makes 

installation easy

Cut the post 
to any height
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Standard Colors
3 week lead.

401 
Black

790 
ADA Blue


